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Abstract
The inherent complexity of modern cloud infrastructures has created the need for in-
novative monitoring approaches, as state-of-the-art solutions used for other large-scale
environments do not address specific cloud features. Although cloud monitoring is
nowadays an active research field, a comprehensive study covering all its aspects has
not been presented yet. This paper provides a deep insight into cloud monitoring.
It proposes a unified cloud monitoring taxonomy, based on which it defines a lay-
ered cloud monitoring architecture. To illustrate it, we have implemented GMonE, a
general-purpose cloud monitoring tool which covers all aspects of cloud monitoring
by specifically addressing the needs of modern cloud infrastructures. Furthermore,
we have evaluated the performance, scalability and overhead of GMonE with Yahoo
Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB), by using the OpenNebula cloud middleware on
the Grid’5000 experimental testbed. The results of this evaluation demonstrate the
benefits of our approach, surpassing the monitoring performance and capabilities of
cloud monitoring alternatives such as those present in state-of-the-art systems such as
Amazon EC2 and OpenNebula.
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1. Introduction
Clouds are inherently complex, due to the large number of resources involved and
the need to fulfill the SLAs (Service Level Agreements)1 of different users among other
reasons. One of the key features of clouds is elasticity, which enables the adaptation
of resources to existing tasks at a given moment. Thus, allocating resources to tasks
must be agile and dynamic, which makes this activity even more complex. Among the
approaches addressing this complexity, autonomic computing is one of the best known.
In fact, the combination of cloud and autonomic computing fits very well, because of
the synergies between these two areas [6, 29].
One of the main stages of the autonomic computing process is monitoring. Indeed,
the rest of stages of the MAPE (Monitoring, Analysis, Planning and Execution) loop
[20] largely depends on this first step. According to the granularity and type of mon-
itored information, the efficiency and scope obtained by the application of autonomic
computing differ.
Compared to other large scale environments, clouds have some specific features
such as the use of SLAs, elasticity or virtualization. The monitoring needs of the cloud
user differ from those of the CSP (Cloud Service Provider). Moreover, monitoring
virtual systems and monitoring more traditional physical systems usually have different
requirements. Cloud monitoring strongly depends on the following aspects, among
others:
• The cloud service model, that is, the kind of services to be provided, i.e, In-
frastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) or Software as a
Service (SaaS).
• The intended use of the information produced, e.g. client side feedback, internal
system management, service provisioning accounting, etc.
• The initial source of monitoring, e.g. physical resources, virtual machines, soft-
ware applications, etc.
To address these cloud-specific features, in recent years different cloud monitoring
tools have been presented. These tools either adapt traditional distributed monitoring
techniques [44], extend existing cloud platforms [2, 35] or propose new alternatives
[25, 32]. However, each of these cloud monitoring tools is focused on certain specific
aspects of cloud operation, providing only a partial solution for the cloud monitoring
problem. In consequence, covering all aspects of cloud monitoring would require a
combination of several monitoring tools, often leading to undesired redundancy and
system overhead.
The main contribution of this paper is presenting a general-purpose cloud monitor-
ing framework, covering all different cloud monitoring scenarios. This is an important
1A SLA is the part of a service contract where the specific characteristics of the service being provided
are formally defined. In Cloud systems, a SLA determines the service requirements, i.e the service level, that
have to be guaranteed by the cloud service provider in order to fulfill a client’s cloud service provisioning
contract.
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step forward in cloud monitoring, setting the basis for an optimal cloud monitoring
solution. To fulfill this objective we have performed the following steps:
1. We have designed a comprehensive cloud monitoring taxonomy. This allows us
to determine what cloud monitoring scenarios exist, and what are their character-
istics. The development of this taxonomy is based on the study of previous cloud
monitoring works, trying to combine all existing ideas in a unified proposal.
2. According to this taxonomy, we have defined a general-purpose, complete cloud
monitoring architecture. This serves as the architectural basis for the develop-
ment of advanced cloud monitoring tools, capable of addressing the needs of
modern cloud environments.
3. Finally, based on the defined architecture, we have developed a general-purpose
cloud monitoring tool called GMonE (Global Monitoring systEm), applicable
to all areas of cloud monitoring. The experimental validation, using Grid’5000
experimental testbed [1], proves the benefits of GMonE in a large-scale cloud
environment, including high performance, low overhead, scalability and elastic-
ity. Moreover, these results show that GMonE performs significantly better than
commonly used alternatives, such as Amazon EC2 [3] and OpenNebula [36]
monitoring tools [2, 35], in terms of monitoring flexibility and time resolution.
The subsequent sections of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
related work. Section 3 represents our cloud monitoring taxonomy, discussing possible
types of cloud monitoring and their requirements. Section 4 introduces a layered cloud
monitoring architecture that fulfills the requirements detected in the previous section.
Section 5 describes the implementation of this architecture, called GMonE. Section 6
presents the evaluation of our proposal. Finally, Section 7 summarizes our conclusions
and describes future work.
2. Related Work
Several studies have attempted to analyze and define the basic concepts related to
large scale distributed systems monitoring in general, and cloud monitoring in particu-
lar. Spring [47, 48] proposes a top-down analysis of cloud monitoring: it distinguishes
seven cloud layers and identifies their respective monitoring requirements. However,
the analysis is presented mainly from the point of view of the CSP, without consid-
ering the specific needs of cloud clients. Gonza´lez, Mun˜oz and Man˜a [17] propose a
multi-layer monitoring architecture for clouds based on a similar analysis. Their study
is more focused on the virtualization aspects of common cloud systems and less con-
cerned with physical and low-level software resources and client requirements.
One of the most important uses of system monitoring in cloud environments is
SLA supervision. In most commercial cloud infrastructures service level agreements
determine the relationship between client and CSP, and system behavior has to be con-
tinuously monitored in order to assure these agreements are fulfilled. Several initiatives
have tried to define the mechanisms by which these agreements are established, such
as WS-Agreement [5] and WSLA [26]. The SLA@SOI project [46] has taken this a
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step further, trying to research, engineer and demonstrate technologies that can embed
SLA-aware infrastructures into the service economy. When establishing and guaran-
teeing SLAs, monitoring tools play the key role of translating system-specific, often
low-level behavior metrics (CPU load, network traffic, storage usage and so on) into
SLA-related terms, i.e. information that can be understood in the same terms the SLA is
defined. Trying to bride this gap, Emeakaroha et al. [12] present a framework for man-
aging the mappings of the Low-level resource Metrics to High-level SLAs (LoM2HiS
framework). Also addressing the issue of SLA-oriented monitoring, in [11, 13] an
application-side cloud monitoring architecture is defined, designed to detect SLA vio-
lations.
From a technological point of view, monitoring information in distributed systems
has successfully been addressed through different approaches and tools. For instance,
Ganglia [28] is a widely used monitoring system for high-performance computing sys-
tems, such as heterogeneous clusters or grids, thanks to its robustness and successful
deployment on various combinations of hardware architectures and operating systems.
Ganglia is, however, not intended to be used for monitoring virtual resources, which is a
major limitation in the cloud context. Nevertheless, it can be combined with other tools
to this purpose. As an example, sFlow [44] provides an industry standard technology
for monitoring large scale data centers, including cloud environments with virtualiza-
tion features. sFlow has used Ganglia for monitoring both Java virtual machines and
virtual machine pools. Although such a setting is possible, the main goal of sFlow is
to support monitoring for high-speed switched networks.
Nagios [32] is an integral solution for monitoring an entire IT infrastructure. Al-
though its goal is to provide monitoring information for large-scale systems, this ap-
proach does not deal with the dynamism of virtual environments. The same limitation
is exhibited by other well known systems, such as MonALISA [33] or GridICE [4].
Both approaches provide good results on grid platforms, but do not address the dif-
ficulties raised by virtual resources. The TIMACS project [52] aims at reducing the
complexity of the manual administration of computing systems by realizing a frame-
work for management of very large computing systems, which includes efficient tools
for scalable low level system monitoring. This project incorporates data aggregation
and analysis, improving system behavior understanding, but it is focused on low level
resources and therefore is not designed to address high-level, cloud-specific monitoring
issues.
Some commercial tools have been widely used in large scale environments. Among
the most famous tools are IBM Tivoli Monitoring [22] and HP OpenView [19]. These
solutions are oriented to optimize the performance and availability of IT infrastructures,
focusing again only on the physical resources.
Closer to our approach is Lattice [8], a monitoring framework for virtual networks.
This framework uses data sources and probes to collect various monitoring data both
for physical and virtual machines. In our approach we also provide such a feature by
enabling the user to define plug-ins. However, we take a step further by providing a
double vision including both the client’s and the cloud provider’s respective visions.
Commercial cloud solutions often make use of their own monitoring systems. How-
ever, in general these systems have limited functionality, providing only a fraction of
the available information to cloud users. Examples of these monitoring systems are
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Amazon CloudWatch [2] or OpenNebula Monitoring System [35]. A few other moni-
toring tools are described in http://www.monitortools.com/cloud/.
In contrast to these state-of-the-art approaches mostly focusing on specific issues
in cloud monitoring, our main goal is to present a general-purpose cloud monitoring
framework, covering all different cloud monitoring scenarios. After setting the theo-
retical basis of our problem analysis and proposal in Section 3, Section 6.1 (as a part of
our system evaluation) presents a thorough feature study where our proposed system is
compared to the above-mentioned cloud monitoring tools.
3. Cloud Monitoring
There are two main ways how system monitoring and monitoring information can
be studied: i) what is being monitored (i.e. what part of the system) and ii) what is
the monitoring information intended for. The former determines what the monitoring
information obtained describes (e.g. system load, application usage, etc.) and the
latter the way this information is provided (i.e. what specific parameters and how they
are presented). Concerning cloud monitoring, we call the first one monitoring level
and the second one monitoring vision. Our proposed cloud monitoring taxonomy
combines both monitoring level and vision in a unified, generic model. The different
aspects of this model are described in detail in the following Subsections.
3.1. Cloud monitoring level
Most cloud definitions include a series of system levels [14, 30, 53]. The exact
number of levels varies from definition to definition (usually between 3 and 5), but all
cloud models share the same basic characteristics. A typical cloud architecture would
include the following levels:
• Server: These are computer hardware and/or computer software products that
are specifically designed for the delivery of cloud services, including multi-core
processors, cloud-specific operating systems and combined offerings.
• Infrastructure: Cloud infrastructure services or Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
deliver computer infrastructure, typically a platform virtualization environment,
as a service.
• Platform: Cloud platform services or Platform as a Service (PaaS) deliver a
computing platform and/or solution stack as a service, often consuming cloud
infrastructure and sustaining cloud applications.
• Application: Cloud application services or Software as a Service (SaaS) deliver
software as a service over the Internet, eliminating the need to install and run the
application on the customer’s own computers and simplifying maintenance and
support.
On the one hand, the lowest level (server) contains the machines, network links
and other devices that the cloud is composed of. It contains the physical elements, and
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it can be considered as the cloud’s physical system. On the other hand, the remain-
ing three levels (infrastructure, platform and application) contain the virtual resources
being provided to the user, and they can be considered as the cloud’s virtual sys-
tem. When considering monitoring, this differentiation between the cloud’s physical
and virtual systems is crucial, since the monitoring techniques required in each case
are radically different. Cloud physical systems are usually general purpose data cen-
ters made of clusters, and therefore they can be monitored using traditional distributed
system techniques. Virtual systems are, however, a completely different environment.
Since they are mostly based on virtualization and software abstraction, they require ad-
vanced software monitoring techniques, code instrumentation, etc. Therefore physical
system monitoring is basically a hardware and low-level software (operating system)
monitoring problem, and virtual system monitoring is a high-level software monitoring
issue. Additionally, each virtual system level (infrastructure, platform and application)
presents different characteristics, so monitoring techniques have to be adapted for each
case.
3.2. Cloud monitoring vision
Cloud monitoring can provide information about aspects of system performance,
behavior, evolution, etc. The way this information is understood, analyzed and used
depends not only on what level of the system is being monitored (server, infrastructure,
platform or application) but also who is obtaining this information and to what purpose.
For instance, in a typical IaaS cloud such as Amazon EC2, clients can monitor the state
of their virtual machine instances in order to know about system load, memory usage
and performance. In the same IaaS infrastructure, the CSP would need to monitor
all VM instances, continuously making sure SLA restrictions are satisfied. The CSP
would also require monitoring information from the server level, in order to effectively
control overall system load, VM allocation and migration, etc. Therefore, the point of
view of the entity that obtains the monitoring information (client, management system,
CSP, etc.) and its role in the system determine what kind of information has to be
provided. Different entities require different monitoring data and have different visions
of the cloud. From a general perspective, two main cloud monitoring visions can be
distinguished:
• Client-side monitoring vision: From this point of view, the cloud is regarded as
an abstract entity, capable of providing a specific set of computational services
(the typical opaque cloud seen in most cloud computing illustrations). Monitor-
ing information of this type provides an abstract description of the cloud service,
expressed in the same terms as the service provisioning relationship is estab-
lished between the client and the cloud (SLAs, contracts, etc.). This monitoring
information helps the client to understand the characteristics of the services re-
ceived and optimize their use.
• Cloud-service-provider-side monitoring vision: From this point of view, the
cloud is regarded as a complex distributed infrastructure, with many hardware
and software elements combined together to provide a specific set of services.
Monitoring information of this type gives the CSP knowledge about the internal
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Figure 1: Cloud monitoring: level and vision.
functioning of the different cloud elements, its state, performance, etc. This
information serves as an internal status control in order to guarantee SLAs and
other service restrictions. It can be also used as behavior and performance log,
to optimize system management and use of resources.
These two complementary visions address different cloud monitoring requirements,
creating differentiated views of the system behavior and evolution. In order to clarify
the difference between these two visions, we can consider the following scenario: we
have a typical hybrid cloud, combining the use of a private cloud (for example an
OpenNebula-based cloud) together with a public cloud (for example an Amazon EC2-
based cloud). As cloud administrators, we need to monitor the entire infrastructure.
Monitoring the private cloud is performed from a cloud-services-provider-side mon-
itoring perspective, since we have total control of the private cloud. However, it is
not possible to monitor the public cloud in the same way. We can only monitor it as
clients, since we are just Amazon EC2 clients and we are limited to the use of the Ama-
zon monitoring tool. This tool provides only client-oriented monitoring information,
and therefore a client-side monitoring vision.
3.3. Combining cloud monitoring level and vision
As we have mentioned in previous sections, there are many aspects to consider
when you monitor a cloud. Usually cloud monitoring tools are not aware of these dif-
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ferent types of monitoring than can be performed on a cloud system. Indeed, one of
our objectives is to provide an insight into cloud monitoring, defining a model combin-
ing both monitoring level and vision. Figure 1 shows our proposed cloud monitoring
model, combining these two aspects in a generic cloud monitoring scenario and includ-
ing all possible types and sources of monitoring information. In this model we have
identified three basic types of cloud monitoring, depending on the specific cloud level
and vision being considered: client-oriented monitoring, virtual system monitoring and
physical system monitoring.
First, client-oriented monitoring refers to all the monitoring information provided
to the cloud’s users. This is directly linked to the client-side monitoring vision, since
it is concerned with all aspects related to the client operation of the system. From
a monitoring level perspective, it relates to the virtual system levels, since these are
the virtual cloud resources being provided to the client, in the form of infrastructure
(IaaS), platform (PaaS) or application (SaaS). The specific virtual system level con-
cerned depends on the specific service being provided by the cloud, and this finally
determines the specific nature of the monitoring information generated. Examples of
client-oriented monitoring can be:
• In an IaaS cloud, clients can obtain information about the status (for instance
CPU or memory) of their VM instances, consumed time and cost per instance,
etc.
• In a PaaS cloud, clients can obtain information about the usage of platform re-
sources available (for instance hosting space, network traffic or development
tools), the impact of this usage in costs and billing, etc.
• In a SaaS cloud, clients can obtain information about the status and usage of
the cloud applications and associated resources, services costs, etc. The nature
of these parameters varies significantly depending on the actual software being
provided as a service. Some examples are: in a virtual disk service (e.g. Dropbox
[10]), clients can monitor storage capacity, file status, availability and synchro-
nization. In a collaborative office suite (e.g. Google Docs [18]), clients can
monitor file properties, authorship, access history, concurrent/sequential modifi-
cations and so on. In an on-line survey application (e.g. SurveyMonkey [51]),
clients can monitor their survey evolution, temporary results, etc.
Second, virtual system monitoring refers to all monitoring information provided
to the CSP related to the behavior, performance and evolution of the virtual system.
In terms of monitoring vision, this is cloud-service-provider-side monitoring, since it
deals with the internal information of the service being provided. From a cloud level
point of view, it refers to the virtual system levels. Virtual system monitoring and client-
oriented monitoring are strongly related, since they both refer to the behavior, status
and evolution of the cloud services. The main difference between them is the monitor-
ing vision, that is, what the monitoring information is intended for, determining what
kind of information is generated in each case. Examples of virtual system monitoring
can be:
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• In an IaaS cloud, the system manager can monitor the status of every VM in-
stance in the cloud and its internal resources.
• In a PaaS cloud, the system manager can monitor the use of platform resources,
such as hosting space used, simultaneous network connections, etc.
• In a SaaS cloud, the system manager can monitor the application usage patterns,
the resources sharing among applications, etc.
Regardless of the specific characteristics of a cloud, virtual system monitoring is
a source of critical information for the CSP. Virtual system monitoring provides infor-
mation in terms of the virtual system characteristics and cloud services, and therefore
it is the key element to control Quality of Service (QoS) and guarantee SLAs. The
CSP uses virtual system monitoring to determine the exact terms in which the cloud
services are being provided and calculate service costs and billing. Therefore, having
a comprehensive and efficient source of virtual system monitoring is one of the key
requirements of a successful cloud business model.
Finally, physical system monitoring refers to all monitoring information provided
to the CSP related to the behavior, performance and evolution of the physical system.
In terms of monitoring vision, this is cloud-service-provider-side monitoring, since it
deals with the internal information of the cloud resources. From a cloud level point of
view, it refers to the server level. Physical system monitoring is the basis for cloud sys-
tem management, as it is related to the physical computing infrastructure upon which
the cloud itself is built. It is strongly related to virtual system monitoring, since the
behavior of the virtual system has a direct impact on the physical resources and vice
versa. However, the parameters monitored are different in both types of monitoring.
3.4. Monitoring metrics, SLAs and Quality of Service
As it has been explained, each of the three main types of cloud monitoring pro-
duces different kinds of monitoring information, intended for different uses and ob-
tained from different hardware and/or software elements within the cloud. Regardless
of the specific scenario and type of monitoring being performed, the cloud computing
model is always strongly based on guaranteeing QoS (as specified in the SLAs), and
therefore useful monitoring data will almost always be related to the terms in which the
SLAs are specified. From a CSP-side vision, both physical and virtual systems have
to be monitored in order to detect, or even anticipate, system behavior changes that
could have an impact on QoS. From a client-side vision, meaningful monitoring infor-
mation must be provided, in order to let the client know the QoS being received and
its relationship with the established SLA. Therefore defining the appropriate monitor-
ing metrics for each type of cloud monitoring is a crucial aspect. There are, however,
several issues that need to be considered when defining these metrics.
In the case of client-oriented monitoring, metrics have to provide information in
the same terms the SLA is specified, i.e. using the same parameters. For example, in a
SaaS system that offers a cloud data storage, if the SLA indicates the maximum storage
space available for one client the system must provide up-to-date information about the
amount of space being used by each client, so that clients could monitor the provided
QoS.
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Virtual system monitoring metrics have to be defined in a similar way, but probably
including additional internal information. Again, this is strongly dependent on the
terms in which SLAs are defined, and therefore strongly varies from one cloud service
to other. In the previous example about cloud data storage, the CSP needs also to
know, for instance, the total space being used by all clients. This data is specific to
virtual system monitoring because it shows the status of the entire virtual service (cloud
data storage) regardless of the physical back-end. Additionally, it is concerned with
information required only for internal management purposes, and therefore intended
for the CSP only and not the clients.
The case of physical system monitoring is somehow different, since it is related to
the low-level infrastructure that sustains the entire cloud. This means that most moni-
toring metrics required are those used in regular distributed systems, such as hardware
metrics (CPU, memory, physical storage, network traffic, etc.), operating system met-
rics (system load, virtual memory, etc.) and so on. This information is essentially used
for system management purposes. In this case, the connection with SLAs is rooted
in the inevitable relationship between the low-level physical system behavior and the
high-level virtual system behavior that it supports. Bridging the gap between these
two levels is never a trivial task, but it is crucial to effectively managing the cloud in-
frastructure. A physical system problem, for instance, can be more quickly detected
through physical system monitoring, but sometimes its specific impact in the virtual
system behavior is not clear. Finding the appropriate way to translate this information
from one level to another enables to improve performance, dependability, elasticity and
QoS.
Let us stress again that this paper aims to introduce general taxonomy of cloud
monitoring in order to provide a complete vision of the problem. Defining the appro-
priate monitoring metrics is an important aspect of this problem, because of its direct
relationship with SLAs and QoS. While some common metrics should probably always
be present in every cloud (e.g. low-level metrics related to the operating system, net-
work, etc.), they need to be related to the virtual system behavior. This process strongly
depends on the type of services being provided. Defining such specific system aspects
is out of the scope of this work.
3.5. Security considerations
Clouds propose an abstract service layer between clients and CSPs. The cloud
provider is responsible for the service it offers. Clients must establish trust relation-
ships with the CSP and understand risk in terms of how the provider implements, de-
ploys, and manages security on their behalf [21, 57]. The CSP must address the fun-
damentals of security and privacy, such as identity management, access control, data
control, network access, protected communication, and so on, agreed with the client by
means of the corresponding SLA as part of the service. Therefore, security and data
privacy monitoring must be provided in the same way CSP offers any other services:
our approach does not change this client-CSP interaction model. Of course, CSPs can
additionally use virtual and physical monitoring data in a private way. Clients can only
access monitoring data through the service interface in the way specified by the SLA.
Furthermore, clients can implement their own monitoring infrastructure on top of the
service as a part of the client-oriented monitoring to know the service behavior.
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4. Cloud Monitoring Architecture
The section above has presented an in-depth analysis of the requirements and vi-
sions of cloud monitoring. This section presents a generic layered cloud monitoring
architecture adapted to the needs of any cloud infrastructure based on the previously
identified types of cloud monitoring. Two important needs related to cloud monitoring
have to be covered, namely:
• Efficient access to information, considering response times and data size sent.
• Coordination of the monitored information from the whole cloud (client-oriented,
virtual and physical system monitoring). Both clients and CSPs have to access
monitoring data according to its different vision of the system.
To achieve these goals, the architecture shown in Figure 2 is proposed. The archi-
tecture is divided into two main components: the first one, regarding the monitoring
access and the second one, regarding the data gathering and managing.
• Monitor Access provides an independent way to access the monitored informa-
tion from each different element of the cloud, both services and servers. It is an
abstraction layer that provides a unique view of both physical and virtual cloud
elements, regardless of its different objective, composition and structure. This
layer accesses both the virtual and physical system, monitoring their elements.
• Data gathering provides storage for the monitoring information obtained in the
previous layer. It includes an historical archive of the evolution of the different
cloud elements. Since each user has its own cloud vision and monitoring level,
this layer does not only store monitoring data but it coordinates the user queries.
This implies that every user has its own monitoring infrastructure providing a
distinguished vision. This way, each user can access the monitoring level and
vision required.
5. Cloud Monitoring Implementation: GMonE
GMonE is a cloud monitoring system that implements the proposed monitoring
architecture. Because the system is designed to provide information from the whole
cloud, its services are spread throughout the entire infrastructure. They have been
designed to cooperate in order to obtain and manage the monitored data from the whole
cloud.
Figure 3 illustrates the whole GMonE architecture. From a general perspective,
GMonE is composed of four distinct elements:
• The monitoring element GMonEMon: This module is present in every cloud
element that needs to be monitored. GMonEMon performs the functions of the
Monitor Access layer. Its function is to obtain the monitoring measurements at
regular time intervals and send them to one or more monitoring managers, hiding
the complexity of the monitoring stage itself.
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• The monitoring Plug-ins: These are a set of specific software modules inside
GMonEMon in charge of the actual monitoring task.
• The monitoring manager GMonEDB: This program acts as manager and moni-
toring archive of monitoring data covering the functions of the Data Gathering
layer. It stores the monitoring information generated by GMonEMon in its own
database. GMonEDB is responsible for providing the monitoring level and vi-
sion of each single user.
• The data provider GMonEAccess: This library provides monitoring data to the
user in an easy way.
GMonE architecture is based on a typical publisher-subscriber paradigm. The
GMonEMon instances act as publishers, sending monitoring information to the G-
MonEDB subscribers at regular time intervals. At any moment there are one or more
GMonEDB instances running in the system. Each instance can be subscribed to a dif-
ferent set of GMonEMon instances, allowing different managers specialized in specific
subsets of cloud elements. Each user can be focused on its own interests, special-
izing its own GMonEDB according to its own vision and monitoring level required.
The monitoring information obtained from each element can also be extensively cus-
tomized. The GMonEMon elements are plug-in-based, enabling to extend its moni-
toring capabilities with personalized plug-ins. All these features aim at providing a
monitoring framework as much flexible as possible, which can be adapted to the spe-
cific needs of any modern cloud infrastructure. With this in mind, the entire GMonE
suite has been developed in the Java programming language and it is distributed as a
single jar file, in order to maximize its portability. Each of the GMonE modules and
services shown here are described in detail in the following Subsections.
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5.1. GMonEMon
The monitoring system must be capable of being adapted to different kinds of re-
sources, services and monitoring parameters. Thus, GMonE performs the monitoring
of each element by means of GMonEMon, which abstracts the type of resource (vir-
tual or physical). GMonEMon service monitors the required parameters and then it
communicates automatically with the monitoring manager (GMonEDB) to send it the
monitored data. This communication is done through a standard Java Remote Method
Invocation (RMI) process.
As a summary, the main features of GMonEMon are:
• It provides a scalable and customizable structure, based on monitoring plug-ins.
• It publishes monitored data to the monitoring managers. This is performed at
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regular time intervals. The time spent by GMonEMon in obtaining the monitor-
ing measurements and sending them to the monitoring managers is called publish
time. The publish time period can be configured by both clients and CSPs, each
one according to their necessities.
Since GMonEMon has a modular structure, the set of monitored parameters is not
statically defined, and new plug-ins can be developed in order to fit specific require-
ments. Service providers can use monitoring plug-ins to get information about the
status of the VMs, simultaneous network connections, application usage patterns, etc.
Clients can use them to obtain information about consumed time and other parame-
ters of their own VM instances, hosting space, network traffic, service costs, etc. Its
modular structure is the key to provide the flexibility and adaptation required in clouds.
To satisfy this modularity, GMonEMon provides a simple Java interface that can be
implemented by developers in order to monitor specific parameters. Several plug-ins
can be simultaneously used, allowing the system to offer a fully customizable set of
monitored parameters. Developing a custom GMonEMon monitoring plug-in requires
just the creation of a Java class that implements the following two methods:
• parameter_list : get_parameters(): A simple method that returns
the list of names of the parameters monitored by the plug-in.
• value_list : get_values(parameter): A method that returns a list
of monitored values (if any) for the specified parameter. Each element of this list
is a monitored value object that includes also additional information (monitored
value, measurement units, host name, parameter name and time stamp).
GMonEMon uses the first method (get parameters) to identify the list of parame-
ters provided by the plug-in and the second method (get values) to read those parame-
ters at regular time intervals. The way the actual monitoring is performed depends on
the type of monitoring information being obtained, and it is carried out inside the plug-
in. This simple interface guarantees that the complexity of developing new monitoring
capabilities will always be related solely to the monitoring information that needs to
be measured. The GMonE suite remains as flexible as possible, providing the ideal
framework for developing custom made monitoring infrastructures.
Additionally, service providers can request monitoring information not only based
on each specific user, server, service, etc. of the cloud system but also an aggregated in-
formation about its operation. For instance, it can be useful an aggregated information
about the storage, workload, the compound use of the services, etc. of the whole system
instead of the workload, storage, use of services of each single user. When monitoring
compound systems, most monitoring tools provide a set of values as information re-
lated to each specific monitored parameter, e.g. the storage usage of 200 clients would
be a 200-element-long list instead of a single value. GMonEMon reduces the data sent,
aggregating monitoring data, regarding the needs of CSPs and clients. These values
can be aggregated in different ways, depending on parameter meaning, cloud vision
and monitoring level.
GMonEMon provides a mechanism that allows the system to specify the way
this aggregation is performed, depending on parameter characteristics: an aggrega-
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tion function can be specified for each monitored parameter, which can be changed
and reset during execution time. The syntax of this function is the following:
• Basic arithmetic operators: +, -, *, /
• Real numerical constants: 1, 0, 26, -367.2, etc.
• Special operators: they represent mathematical functions to apply to a set of
values, like:
– S:sum of all the values.
– P:multiplication of all the values.
– M:maximum value.
– m:minimum value.
– n:number of values.
– F:aggregation is not required.
Using this syntax, common statistical descriptors can be easily defined (e.g. the
arithmetical mean would simply be S/n). The aggregation function is invoked by the
GMonEMon core after requesting he monitoring information from the plug-in (through
the get values method). By means of this customized aggregation, both cloud services
and servers can be abstracted according to user vision and monitoring level, regardless
of their internal characteristics.
5.2. GMonEDB
Once the monitored information has been obtained using the GMonEMon service,
it is necessary to gather and manage it. Each GMonEDB service collects monitored
information storing it in its own database. Each user, either client or CSP, has its
own GMonEDB for storing the required information regarding its needs. The CSP
maintains information about virtual and physical system whereas clients store only
client-oriented data. GMonEDB monitoring database relies on MySQL [31] as default
database management system. In addition, GMonEDB offers archiving flexibility, hav-
ing the possibility to rely on other storage back-end technologies such as SQLite [49],
RRD files [42] (through the rrd4j library [41]) or a key-value store (Apache Cassan-
dra [24]). All these alternatives are meant to be a choice of usage depending on the
particular monitoring scenario needs.
The main features of the GMonEDB service are:
• It provides monitored information from a set of GMonEMon monitoring ele-
ments regarding the user needs.
• It stores data from the different elements in its own database. This gives a fast
access to monitored information; it also provides data about the cloud’s past
behavior. This makes it possible to observe the cloud operation evolution. The
time spent by GMonEDB for storing the information in the database is called
archiving time.
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• It manages relevant data. GMonEDB can be configured to subscribe to, store and
manage only the necessary information in each particular case. If at any time the
needed data should change, the service can be easily reconfigured on-line to start
obtaining the new required information.
5.3. GMonEAccess
The last part of the GMonE system is used to obtain monitored information from
the GMonEDB service. This final module is called GmonEAccess and works as a
programming library with the following features:
• It provides a common interface to access the GMonE system.
• It can be used to obtain monitored data, configure and manage the GMonE infras-
tructure on-line. Clients can manage their own virtual monitoring infrastructures
without depending on service providers, whereas service providers can manage
the whole infrastructure, both virtual and physical system. Each one can access
their own monitoring data according to their necessities.
6. Evaluation of GMonE
We have performed a series of analytical and experimental studies, in order to val-
idate our proposal. The first is a qualitative study, considering the different types of
cloud monitoring and comparing GMonE features and capabilities with the most rel-
evant state-of-the-art cloud monitoring alternatives. The rest are a set of experiments,
performed to asses GMonE’s performance, scalability, elasticity and the amount of
overhead it introduces in the system. All these studies are described in detail in the
following Subsections.
6.1. Cloud monitoring features
Nowadays there is a significant variety of state-of-the-art cloud monitoring tools,
either as ongoing scientific research projects or as commercial applications. The most
relevant are described in Section 2. As detailed in that section, some of them have been
developed based on previously existing distributed systems monitoring tools; others
have been created from scratch. In both cases the objective behind this development
is to address the specific needs of modern cloud environments. An effective way to
study all these alternatives, and compare them with our proposed tool GMonE, is to
analyze their capabilities in terms of the three basic types of cloud monitoring we have
identified in Section 3. Table 1 compares several monitoring approaches according to
these different aspects, namely:
• If the monitoring tool provides a solution for the different cloud deployment
models, i.e., SaaS, PaaS or IaaS.
• If the monitoring tool provides monitoring capabilities to clients and/or CSP.
• Focusing on the CSP, if the monitoring tool can provide information about the
virtual and/or physical resources.
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Systems/ Client-oriented Virtual System Physical
Functionality SaaS PaaS IaaS SaaS PaaS IaaS System
Ganglia [15] X
Ganglia+
sFlow [44] X X
Nagios [32] X
MonALISA [33] X
GridICE [4] X
Lattice [8] X X
TIMACS [52] X
IBM Tivoli
Monitoring [22] X
HP
OpenView [19] X
Amazon
CloudWatch [2] X
OpenNebula
Monitoring
System [35] X
OPNET [37] X X X
GFI MAX
Remote
Management [16] X
Intermapper
Cloud
Monitor [23] X X X
Logic
Monitor [25] X X X X
NMS [34] X X X X
PacketTrap
Perspective [38] X X X
Site24x7 [45] X
GMonE X X X X X X X
Table 1: Comparison of different cloud monitoring alternatives. SaaS: monitoring
information about applications. PaaS: monitoring information about platform. IaaS:
monitoring information about infrastructure.
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Typical monitoring tools such as Ganglia [15], MonALISA [33] or Tivoli [22] are
focused exclusively on the physical level, and are not capable of providing informa-
tion about the virtual system. Modern commercial alternatives such as Logic Monitor
[25] and NMS [34] extend this functionality, but only from a CSP perspective. User
interfaces of most cloud infrastructures provide some client-side vision information,
such as Amazon CloudWatch [2] and the OpenNebula monitoring system [35]. Recent
research proposals such as Lattice [8] try to combine both visions, incorporating some
aspects of both client-side and CSP-side monitoring. To the best of our knowledge,
GMonE is so far the only monitoring alternative capable of providing monitoring in-
formation from all possible monitoring levels and visions. The key to this flexibility
is the capability to adapt the cloud monitoring element (the GMonEMon publisher)
and the topology of the cloud infrastructure itself (the relationships between different
GMonEMon publishers and GMonEDB consumers) to the specific needs of each type
of cloud monitoring. The possibility of extending GMonEMon functionality by means
of easily developed plug-ins guarantees that GMonE can be successfully used in every
possible cloud monitoring scenario.
Additionally, after analysing the most relevant architectures coming from academia
and industry, we can conclude that the proposed cloud monitoring architecture in this
paper is the most general-purpose, complete and representative at the same time. While
the monitoring layer of the architecture (see Figure 2) is being adjusted to physical or
virtual system based on the monitoring needs, the data gathering layer acts not only as
a storage information provider coming from the monitoring layer; moreover it coordi-
nates user queries while providing different vision to different user/provider requests.
This flexibility enables GMonE to provide more useful and rich monitoring data, de-
pending on the specific scenario. This flexibility is not found in other alternatives, as
we have seen in Table 1.
A set of experiments have been performed to validate GMonE’s features. These are
described thoroughly in the following Subsections.
6.2. Experimental testbed
In order to validate GMonE, we need to perform its experimental testing in a
cloud environment as much realistic as possible. We carried out our experiments on
Grid’5000. We used 45 nodes from the suno cluster on Sophia site. These nodes acted
as cloud physical resources, on top of which a series of cloud software layers were de-
ployed, in order to recreate a complete IaaS cloud system. The complete deployment
is depicted in Figure 4, and it presents the following elements:
• Physical resources: 45 cluster nodes outfitted with Debian GNU/Linux Lenny
with kernel 2.6.32, x86 64 Intel Xeon E5520 2.26Ghz CPUs, 32 GB of RAM
and 2 Gigabit Ethernet (Broadcom NetXtremeII BCM5716) network interfaces.
• Cloud Infrastructure-as-a-Service: OpenNebula [36] installation, providing IaaS
capabilities in the form of VMs. OpenNebula is an ideal solution for a private
cloud, given the high level of centralization and customization it provides for
CSPs and end users. It incorporates a shared file system, which is NFS [39] by
default. Using its default configuration with NFS, OpenNebula acts in a highly
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centralized manner. We have chosen OpenNebula because of its flexibility and
suitability for research works [43].
• Virtual resources: From an IaaS cloud client perspective, a total of 80 virtual
machines were deployed, each of them outfitted with Debian GNU/Linux Lenny
with kernel 2.6.32, a single virtual x86 64 CPU and 1GB of RAM. These VMs
were interconnected using a standard OpenNebula Ethernet virtual network.
• Client-side deployment: As an example of use of IaaS resources, Cassandra [24]
was deployed on the 80 VMs. Cassandra is a storage system developed as part
of the Apache project, designed to handle very large amounts of data, spread
out across multiple servers. The objective of Cassandra is to provide a highly
available data storage/access service for modern cloud-like applications. It is
a key-value store solution (not a traditional relational database) that it was ini-
tially developed by Facebook and powered their Inbox Search feature until late
2010. Facebook’s Cassandra was based on the combination of well known and
proven techniques. Tables are very important in Cassandra; a table represents a
distributed multi-dimensional map indexed by a key. While raw operations are
atomic, columns are grouped into sets called column families (Simple or Super).
Super column families can be visualized as a column family within a column
family; in principle, every column may be sorted either by name or time. Cas-
sandra is an ideal example of a state-of-the-art application that can be deployed
on modern cloud computing infrastructures.
• Benchmarking: To generate a realistic workload for this infrastructure and pro-
vide a complete cloud computing scenario, the Cassandra virtual deployment
was subjected to the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [9]. One of
the main advantages of this benchmark is an extensible workload generator, the
YCSB Client, which can be used to load datasets and execute workloads across
a variety of data serving systems. All the core package workloads use the same
dataset, so it is possible to load the database once and then run all the workloads.
In the last version of YCSB (0.1.4) [56], there are six workload versions. Table 2
describes each one of these workloads in detail. Using these standard workloads
allows us to test our cloud infrastructure against a variety of access patterns and
client uses. This provides a comprehensive scenario where we can effectively
test the capabilities of our flexible monitoring system, GMonE.
This experimental testbed is just an example of a cloud configuration, and therefore
does not cover all possible scenarios. Our aim is to demonstrate GMonE’s monitoring
capabilities on all three major types of cloud monitoring. To that effect, we performed
the following tasks:
• Physical system monitoring: GMonE was deployed on the Grid’5000 physical
resources. Each node was monitored using the default GMonEMon Linux plug-
in, which provides information about CPU usage, memory usage and system
load. The monitoring information generated was gathered in a central GMonEDB
node, called the CSP monitoring manager.
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Workload Description Applications examples
A Read/update ratio: 50/50 Session store recording recent
actions.
B Read/update ratio: 95/5 Photo tagging; add a tag is an
update, but most operations are
to read tags.
C Read/update ratio: 100/0 User profile cache, where profiles
are constructed elsewhere
(e.g., Hadoop).
D Read/update/insert ratio: User status updates; people want
95/0/5 (read the latest) to read the latest.
E Scan/insert ratio: 95/5 Threaded conversations, where
each scan is for the posts in a
given thread (assumed to be
clustered by thread id).
F Read/read-modify-write ratio: User database, where user records
50/50 are read and modified by the user
or to record user activity.
Table 2: YCSB workloads. Each workload generates a total of 100,000 operations,
accessing a total of 1000 Cassandra records. These records can be different in each
execution.
• Virtual system monitoring: An additional instance of GMonEMon was deployed
on the OpenNebula front-end node, to gather information about the OpenNebula
evolution from a CSP-side vision. To this particular purpose a custom GMonEMon
monitoring plug-in was developed, called OpenNebulaPlugin. This custom plug-
in takes advantage of the OpenNebula XMLRPC interface to provide monitoring
information about the total number of VMs in the system, physical node CPU
and memory usage of each VM, transferred/received network traffic of each VM
and number of VM disk images registered in the system. The plug-in consists
of a single Java 1.6 class, implemented in a single file with less than 250 lines
of code. This is a perfect example of how easy it is to extend and customize
the GMonEMon capabilities. The monitoring information obtained using this
GMonEMon instance was published to the CSP monitoring manager.
• Client-oriented monitoring: All 80 VMs created for this testbed were also moni-
tored using GMonE. This provides the cloud users with live, detailed information
about the state of their resources. Each VM included an instance of GMonMon,
monitoring its CPU and memory usage by means of the GMonEMon basic Linux
plug-in. Additionally, a custom GMonEMon plug-in was developed, in order to
obtain more detailed information about Cassandra. This custom CassandraPlu-
gin measured the amount of disk space used by Cassandra in each virtual node.
As in the previous case, the entire plug-in is a single Java 1.6 class implemented
with less than 80 lines of code.
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Figure 4: Experimental configuration.
Figure 4 depicts the entire experimental testbed, including all main hardware and
software layers and monitoring elements.
6.3. Monitoring performance
Using the cloud testbed described in Subsection 6.2, we performed a series of
experiments to demonstrate GMonE’s capabilities. The first of these tests was de-
signed to measure GMonE’s performance, that is, GMonE’s capability of efficiently
providing monitoring information in real time. GMonEMon and GmonEDB elements
were deployed as previously explained, and the 6 YCSB workloads were executed in
a sequenced, looped, round-robin fashion. This guaranteed a continuous and diverse
workload that occupied the system while the monitoring was being performed. Dur-
ing the experiment the publish time of all GMonEMon elements was measured. All
GMonEMon elements were configured to publish their information every 5 seconds.
Average publish time results are shown in Figure 5. Results show high performance
values, especially in the cases of client-oriented monitoring and physical system mon-
itoring.
Client-oriented monitoring presented an average value of 223ms. Given that a total
of 3 monitoring parameters were published (CPU usage, memory usage and Cassandra
disk space), this leaves us with an average of 74.3ms per parameter. It is important to
remember that this value includes both measurement and publishing (sending the value
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Figure 5: Monitoring performance. Column height indicates the average publish time
observed (in ms). Error bars show the standard deviation for each case. The client-
oriented monitoring columns show the results obtained by the VMs GMonEMon ele-
ments. The Physical monitoring columns show the results obtained by the Grid’5000
nodes GMonEMon elements. The virtual monitoring columns show the results ob-
tained by the OpenNebula front-end GMonEMon instance.
to the GMonEDB element). This result shows that GMonE is capable of efficiently
monitoring and propagating results.
Physical system monitoring presented almost identically good results, showing that
GMonE is an ideal solution for this type of monitoring as well. In this case the average
value observed was of 222ms, and the GMonEMon elements published 5 parameters
(CPU usage, memory usage, 1min system load, 5min system load and 15min system
load) for an average of 44.4ms per parameter.
Finally, virtual system monitoring presented an average publish time of 1062ms.
The GMonEMon element monitored 4 parameters (total number of VMs, CPU us-
age per VM, memory usage per VM, number of disk images), for an average value
of 265.5ms per parameter. The apparent difference with the other two types of mon-
itoring can be easily explained. In this case the GMonEMon plug-in has to access
OpenNebula through the XMLRPC interface, request the data and process its response.
Additionally, the monitoring parameters provided present more complex data, such as
lists of values (CPU usage for each VM, for example). In addition to data gathering
and publishing, GMonEMon performs data aggregation of these structures. This addi-
tional operation requires execution time, although it reduces the amount of information
transferred through the network and the data archived by GMonEDB. Nevertheless, all
required monitoring data is produced in approximately 1s.
This series of experiments provide insight on GMonE’s publish time and perfor-
mance. However, assessing GMonE’s final capabilities requires performing additional
studies concerning archiving times, scalability and elasticity. These studies are pre-
sented in the next Subsection. Afterwards, Subsection 6.5 combines all these results to
evaluate GMonE in comparison with other cloud monitoring alternatives.
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6.4. Monitoring scalability and elasticity
Cloud systems are inherently dynamic. Physical resources can grow, virtual re-
sources can change depending on client use and SLAs, etc. As a general purpose cloud
monitoring tool, GMonE has to be able to adapt to these changes, both in terms of
scalability and elasticity. In order to asses these desirable features, a second type of
experiments was performed in the same cloud testbed. In this case, the objective was
to study how GMonE can react to a changing number of physical and virtual resources.
As we have seen in the previous experiment, on the one hand GMonE monitoring el-
ements (GMonEMon) present a high performance, and since they care about single
resources (virtual or physical) their performance should not change when the num-
ber of resources grows. The monitoring managers (GMonEDB), on the other hand,
gather information from all monitoring elements, so they are sensitive to changes in
the physical and virtual systems. To demonstrate GMonEDB scalability and elastic-
ity, we exposed both the client-oriented monitoring manager and the CSP monitoring
manager to an increasingly large number of monitoring elements publishing informa-
tion. During this process, we measured the time it took for these monitoring managers
to process the received data and store it in their respective databases. Figure 6 shows
the average data archiving times observed and its standard deviations. It also shows a
linear regression fit to the data presented, and the accuracy of this regression using the
R2 coefficient1.
The results show very fast archiving time and a very desirable linear growth in the
narrow range of points we explored. In this experiment each GMonEMon monitoring
element published its information every 5s, and each GMonEDB element processed the
information received every 30s. This implies that, at each data archiving event (every
30s) each GMonEDB element had to process a total of 4 monitoring samples from
each GMonEMon. In this context (data archiving of physical resources), monitoring
took approximately 1.98ms per node regardless of the number of nodes. Given that
each node published its monitoring information 4 times between data archiving events,
this gives us a total of approximately 0.5ms per monitoring sample. In the case of
VM monitoring, data archiving took approximately 3.73ms per VM, again regardless
of the number of VMs. As in the physical system case, each GMonEMon published
its information 4 times between data archiving events, given a total of 0.93ms of data
archiving time per monitoring sample.
The observed linear growth is very clear and guarantees a very desirable feature:
the monitoring data archiving time depends linearly on the number of monitoring el-
ements, therefore it can be estimated before deploying the infrastructure. To further
validate this conclusion, we have to consider that the archiving process consists only on
a basic information processing stage (performed in constant time per monitoring sam-
ple) and database insertion. Since GMonEDB uses MySQL as its default monitoring
information storage back-end, this database insertion can be performed in linear time
[40], given the number of monitoring samples, and hence the linear growth observed
in Figures 6a and 6b. To safely extrapolate the results obtained for very large numbers
1The coefficient of determination (R2) is a measurement of the degree of adjustment of a curve to a data
series. Its values range from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates no apparent fit to the data and 1 indicates a perfect fit.
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(c) Physical system archiving time standard dev.
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(d) Client-oriented archiving time standard dev.
Figure 6: Scalability and elasticity study. Dots show the average/standard deviation
archiving time observed. The black line shows the approximated linear regression
curve, obtained from the shown data. All axes are shown in log10 scale.
of monitored physical or virtual resources, we have also to consider the data dispersion
observed, that is, the archiving time standard deviation shown in Figures 6c and 6d.
This standard deviation can give us an estimation of how much the actual archiving
times will deviate from the average value. As it can be seen in the figures, in both cases
the standard deviation shows an apparent linear growth, indicating that archiving time
dispersion increases linearly with the number of publishers. Assuming that for large
numbers of publishers, the archiving time is normally distributed, then more than 95%
of the observed values would be in the [average−2∗ stdev, average+2∗ stdev] interval.
Using the linear regression models shown in Figure 6, we can extrapolate the average
and standard deviation archiving time values for numbers of publishers of increasing
orders of magnitude. Table 3 shows several examples of this extrapolation.
This statistical analysis and extrapolation allow the client or CSP to calculate the
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Number Physical system monitoring Client-oriented monitoring
of archiving time archiving time
publishers Average (s) Stdev Average (s) Stdev
10 0.025 0.004 0.046 0.010
100 0.203 0.009 0.382 0.017
1000 1.986 0.059 3.737 0.066
10000 19.815 0.563 37.276 0.578
100000 198.105 5.603 372.679 5.699
Table 3: Extrapolated average and standard deviation archiving time for physical sys-
tem and client oriented monitoring.
minimum database update period GMonE can be configured with, given the number of
monitoring elements and its publish period. For instance, in the extreme case of 100000
physical resources being monitored, the average monitoring data archiving time can
be estimated to 198.105s, that is 3.3min. If we incorporate the standard deviation
model created, assuming that the archiving time data is normally distributed, we can
estimate that more than 95% of archiving times will be in the [3.1, 3.5]min interval.
Considering this is an extreme scenario (100K monitoring elements publishing to one
single manager), these results show the very desirable scalable nature of the GMonE
monitoring system.
This extrapolation is, however, based on the assumption that the linear regression
model constructed can realistically predict GMonE’s behavior for very large scenar-
ios. The question is: Can a model generated with data from less than 100 publishers
be still valid for 1000 o 10000 publishers? This linearity assumption is motivated, as
it has been explained, by the fact that the GMonDB archiving procedure is mainly a
database insertion operation. As the number of publishers grows, the size of this inser-
tion operation will grow accordingly. Previous work shows that, for a general purpose
DBMS like MySQL in such a scenario, linear growth can be expected for the time of
this insertion operation [40]. In addition, linear regression models have already been
successfully used in other scalability models in data center and large scale distributed
applications [54]. Nevertheless, every system has its own specific characteristics, and
GMonE introduces a small layer of software on top of the DBMS, which must be prop-
erly analyzed for large scenarios before fully accepting the linearity assumption. In
order to perform this analysis, we have carried out another experiment. As it has been
explained, as the number of publishers grows GMonEDB archiving process has to deal
with larger amounts of monitoring data. We have deployed a GMonEDB element in our
physical system experimental testbed, and subjected it to an increasingly large amount
of published monitoring information. We have generated this information syntheti-
cally, in order to achieve the expected data volume for a system composed of a number
of publishers ranging from few tens to several thousands. For the case of 1000 pub-
lishers, for instance, the total amount of monitoring information would be (following
the same model used in previous experiments): 1000 publishers × 4 records/(publisher
× update) × 4 updates/round = 16000 records/round. We have measured the observed
GMonEDB archiving time and compared it with the expected time predicted by our
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Figure 7: Study of the feasibility of the linear regression model. The expected values
predicted by the regression model are compared with experimental data obtained from a
real GMonEDB instance being subjected to increasingly large amounts of monitoring
information. Both axes are shown in log10 scale. The extrapolation curve from the
previous model (Figure 6a) fits the new experimental data with R2 = 0.961.
linear regression model. Results can be seen in Figure 7. These results clearly show
that our linearity assumption is valid, and the regression model previously generated is
a very accurate prediction mechanism to extrapolate GMonE’s behavior for very large
scenarios.
As it can be seen, in extremely large system the scalability of the underlying stor-
age back-end plays a decisive role. As time passes, the size of the stored monitoring
information can grow extremely quickly, becoming a potential cause of bottlenecks and
other performance problems. Even though MySQL scales linearly in our experiments,
other studies show that its performance can drop, depending on the underlying infras-
tructure characteristics [7]. Very large storage scenarios often require advanced solu-
tions, in order to achieve optimal scalability. As described in Section 5.2, GMonEDB
uses MySQL as default storage back-end, but can be configured to use other efficient
alternatives, such as RRD Tool or Cassandra. In terms of storage back-end, the ideal
GMonE configuration will depend on the characteristics of the system where it is de-
ployed. MySQL produces excellent results in our experiments, and we believe is best
suited for system sizes up to several hundred nodes. Selecting this alternative, however,
requires the presence of a MySQL database management system (DBMS) installation
and its proper configuration. This alternative is therefore specially adequate for CSP-
side monitoring in high performance scenarios where detailed monitoring information
is required (small monitoring period). The RRD configuration offers a good alterna-
tive to MySQL when a lightweight, system-independent storage back-end is required
(no other DBMS or services present), such as small systems and some types of client-
side monitoring. Although the RRD files do not facilitate a SQL interface, data is still
very easily accessible, especially for real-time queries and graphic representation (the
typical RRD Tool plots). The extremely light nature of this alternative makes it also
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ideal in very complex and performance-demanding scenarios, such as very large sys-
tems (thousands of nodes or more). The main RRD drawback in this latter case, in
comparison with the other storage alternatives, is that its circular buffer nature reduces
its capabilities to store long-term historical data. Finally, Cassandra’s key-value store
approach offers a completely different alternative. This type of storage solutions have
been developed, among other reasons, to address the above mentioned limitations of
relational databases, such as MySQL, in certain scenarios. Cassandra is specifically de-
signed to efficiently operate while handling extremely large amounts of data. In terms
of GMonE, this means storing long-term historical information with the best possible
detail. It is therefore, best suited for very large systems (thousands of nodes or more)
where high monitoring resolution is necessary, as well as a comprehensive monitoring
archive.
In any distributed infrastructure the scalability of the entire system is also generally
dependent on the scalability of the network; this means that the network can become
a source of bottlenecks, again specially in very large systems. Monitoring tools intro-
duce a slight amount of network load and, as in the case of the storage back-end, they
are limited by the hardware and software elements underneath them. These external
limitations are not inherent to the monitoring system, but they have to be taken into ac-
count when configuring and deploying it, in order to avoid performance and scalability
issues. Additionally, modern large scale distributed systems are built using complex
techniques such as advanced network topologies and hierarchical organizations. In
such kind of environments, the placement of the monitoring and the data storing ele-
ments definitely affects its performance and scalability. In large and very large systems
specialized GMonEMon elements can be deployed in each system component, using
its flexible plug-in design to gather only the required information in each case. This
means that dedicated nodes (file servers, computing nodes, external front-ends, etc.)
can have specific information being monitored and published at optimized time peri-
ods. Analogously, multiple GMonEDB elements can be organized in different ways,
allowing hierarchical organization, dedicated monitoring information repositories (for
specific parameters, specific system components, etc.), redundancy, etc. This kind of
systems usually presents a partitioned network and hierarchical structure. In such a
case, GMonE can be deployed with several GMonEDB elements creating different
monitoring spaces. GMonE data aggregation and abstraction capabilities would facil-
itate a tier-like configuration, where only relevant information is propagated from one
level of the hierarchy to the next. This would guarantee an efficient use of resources
and avoid scalability issues due to network saturation.
6.5. Monitoring resolution
One of the best ways to asses the effectiveness and performance of a given monitor-
ing tool is to study its monitoring resolution, i.e. the level of temporal detail provided
or monitoring update period. Amazon CloudWatch, for instance, provides seven pre-
selected metrics updated at 5-minute intervals free of charge, or at 1-minute intervals
for an additional fee [2]. As another example, OpenNebula Monitoring Subsystem
presents a host monitoring interval of 10 minutes by default, although it is possible to
improve this resolution reducing this period down to 30 second intervals [35].
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In GMonE the effective monitoring resolution depends on two parameters: the
publish period and the archive period. As it has been explained in Subsections 6.3
and 6.4, the publish period depends on the number of published parameters and the
archive period on the number of nodes being monitored. In order to generate adequate
monitoring information, both tasks (publishing and archiving) have to be performed.
These can be done concurrently, since they are performed by different parts of GMonE
(GMonEMon publishes the information and GMonEDB archives it). Therefore, the
minimum GMonE monitoring period can be estimated using the following equation:
mon period = max(num nodes × archive time per node,
num parameters × publish time per parameter) (1)
If we now consider the results shown in Subsections 6.3 and 6.4, we can calculate
the best monitoring period for each cloud monitoring type, as shown in Table 4. These
results show that GMonE can be a significant improvement over commonly used tech-
niques. Considering the above mentioned monitoring tools update periods of common
cloud platforms, such as Amazon EC2 or OpenNebula, we see GMonE as an extremely
powerful alternative in this area.
Monitoring num nodes × num parameters × mon period
type arch time per node publish time per param
Client-oriented 80 × 3.73ms = 298.4ms 3 × 74.3ms = 223ms 298.4ms
Physical 45 × 1.98ms = 89.1ms 5 × 44.4ms = 222ms 222ms
Virtual (*) 4 × 265.5ms = 1.062s 1.062s
Table 4: Minimum GMonE monitoring periods on the three types of cloud monitoring.
(*): Virtual system monitoring is performed globaly, using the OpenNebula XMLRPC
interface. Therefore, the num nodes parameter does not make sense in this context,
since there is only one OpenNebula system.
6.6. Monitoring overhead
So far some of the most important features and capabilities of GMonE have been
studied. However, another crucial feature every monitoring system must present is
its ability to operate transparently, that is, adding as less overhead as possible to the
system being monitored. Although absolute transparency is, by principle, not possible
(all monitoring systems must consume at least a very small amount of computational
resources to operate), an efficient monitoring tool must maintain its overhead below
acceptable levels.
To measure GMonE’s overhead we executed a total of 200 repetitions of each
YCSB workload (A, B, C, D, E and F) in our cloud testbed, without any GMonE
element present. This execution gave us a set of reference measurements. Next, we
deployed GMonE at all levels of the infrastructure and we repeated the benchmark se-
ries. Using the entire set of YCSB workloads allowed us to measure GMonE overhead
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Figure 8: Monitoring overhead experiment. Column height show average values. Error
bars show the standard deviation for each case.
under different application conditions. The 200 repetitions of each workload guaran-
tees statistically meaningful results. We performed this experiment using two different
GMonE configurations, in order to determine GMonE’s overhead when different mon-
itoring requirements are present. These two GMonE configurations were:
• Standard cloud monitoring: this configuration represented typical monitoring
processes in cloud infrastructures. GMonEMon elements published their infor-
mation every 1min and GMonEDB elements archived it every 5min.
• Intensive cloud monitoring: this configuration represented an intensive monitor-
ing scenario where status info was required in short periods of time. GMonEMon
elements published their information every 5s and GMonEDB elements pro-
cessed it every 30s.
Figure 8 shows the YCSB benchmark throughput and latency for each workload
and GMonE configuration. Results show no apparent difference in the benchmark op-
eration descriptors (throughput and latency) when using a standard cloud monitoring
configuration (Figures 8a and 8b). This seems to indicate that GMonE generates neg-
ligible overhead in these conditions. To further validate this conclusion, we have ex-
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tended our analysis for this case, performing statistical testing using the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov [50] and Wilcoxon [27, 55] statistical tests. These tests essentially take two
samples as input and output a p-value, looking for statistically significant differences
in the two samples. A p-value smaller than 0.01 can lead us to conclude that these dif-
ferences exist. Using these tests we have compared the throughput and latency values
obtained using the standard cloud monitoring configuration with the reference values;
p-value results can be seen in Tables 5a and 5b. As it can be noticed, both statistical
tests are able to identify differences only in the case of the latency values of workload
D. Differences are found by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test only in workload D through-
put and workload A latency. These results show that GMonE overhead is present (as
we said, absolute transparency is impossible), but almost undetectable on most cases.
This guarantees effective transparency in standard cloud monitoring configurations.
Workload A B C D E F
Kolmogorov-Smirnov p-value 0.088 0.711 0.393 0.009 0.465 0,964
Wilcoxon p-value 0.289 0.784 0.214 0.020 0.323 0,431
(a) Throughput
Workload A B C D E F
Kolmogorov-Smirnov p-value 0.009 0.178 0.022 0.002 0.068 0.465
Wilcoxon p-value 0,054 0,296 0,012 0,001 0,109 0,176
(b) Latency
Table 5: Standard cloud monitoring statistical tests results.
Figures 8c and 8d show the benchmark operation descriptors obtained for an inten-
sive cloud monitoring scenario. In this case differences can be seen, both in throughput
and latency. This means that in intensive monitoring conditions GMonE overhead is
more intense, and can be effectively detected. Statistical testing with Kolmogorov-
Smirnov and Wilcoxon tests showed a p-value less than 0.01 in all cases, identifying
statistically significant differences in all workloads. However, results show that even
in this intensive conditions benchmark throughput is decreased by less than 3% and
latency is increased by less than 3.5% in all cases (workloads A to F). This shows
that even in these intensive monitoring conditions GMonE overhead has a very limited
impact in the infrastructure operation.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
Modern clouds are highly complex systems designed to efficiently provide in-
frastructure, platform and applications in the form of elastic, abstract services. In
order to control and optimize these services, cloud management systems can make
use of detailed monitoring information. Some of this information can be provided
as a service as well, presenting clients with a detailed description of their infrastruc-
ture/platform/application status and evolution. Cloud monitoring plays a key role, as it
provides the means to generate, process and distribute this status information. In this
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context, the work described in this paper represents a step forward in the conceptual-
ization and implementation of cloud monitoring systems.
Firstly, we have shown a comprehensive analysis of the different types of cloud
monitoring, detailing its characteristics and highlighting the differences between them.
The main aspects considered in this case were called cloud monitoring level and cloud
monitoring vision. These two aspects are used as a basis to define a generalized cloud
monitoring model, that can be used to understand and study the specific requirements
of each cloud monitoring scenario. Based on this model, a generic cloud monitoring
architecture is proposed and a specific implementation of it is described.
Secondly, the paper demonstrates the qualitative and quantitative benefits of our
approach. As shown in Section 6, GMonE is the only tool which covers all the cloud
monitoring types identified. Additionally, the different experiments shown allow us to
conclude that GMonE presents a very good behavior according to important metrics:
performance, scalability, monitoring resolution and overhead.
As future work, we plan to research the behavior of GMonE in different scenar-
ios including multiple cloud services and applications, and especially in heterogeneous
environments as federated clouds. This last point will be of high importance to ser-
vice providers having private clouds, which in some cases need to play twofold roles:
providing resources to their end users, but also using resources from other CSPs. An-
other work that we intend to explore is the possibility of using GMonE information to
detect anomalies and failures in the cloud. The idea is using a failure detector on top
of a monitoring system, which requires that the processing data obtained from GMonE
should be even more detailed.
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